Spring 2024 Pre-Approved MArch (Restricted) Electives

The following Spring 2024 subjects may be used for restricted electives or electives, without Alternate Coursework or Curriculum Adjustment petitions.

**BT Elective**
(for BT credit resolution/toward the new Certificate in Climate and Sustainability, information forthcoming):

- **4.185**: ODDS & MODS Castaways Workshop with Caitlin Mueller and Sheila Kennedy
- **4.s42**: Carbon Reduction Pathways for the MIT Campus with Christoph Reinhart
- **4.s43**: Shaping Thermal Performance in Architectural Enclosures with Caitlin Mueller

**HTC Elective:**

- **4.s63**: Designing Nature with Caroline Murphy
- **4.s67**: Study in Modern Art — Color with Caroline Jones

**HTC Restricted Elective:**

- **4.s63**: Designing Nature with Caroline Murphy

**Urbanism Elective:**

- **4.184**: Architectural Design Workshop — ClimateCorps@MIT with Miho Mazereeew and Lisbeth Shepherd
- **4.227**: Landscapes of Energy with Rania Ghosn
- **4.s34**: Art and Agriculture with Nida Sinnokrot
- **4.s42**: Carbon Reduction Pathways for the MIT Campus with Christoph Reinhart